Abstract. Understanding the breeding origins of migratory birds captured on their wintering grounds has important management and conservation implications for declining populations of songbirds. Stable isotopes have recently been used to infer origins for species where application of conventional markers fails. A natural method of linking wintering birds to breeding populations, and one that has not been previously applied to stable isotopes, is based on likelihood. Using a likelihood assignment rule, birds are associated with the breeding population under which their realized isotope signature is most likely to have been generated. We report the first illustration of using likelihood-based assignment with stable isotope data. Moreover, within a probability-based framework for assignment, we argue that a more natural formulation of the assignment problem should be based on the probability of origin given the observed data, or the posterior probability of origin. The relationship between posterior assignment and that based on simple likelihood is embodied in Bayes Rule, which establishes a clear linkage between the distribution of the breeding population (i.e., relative abundance) and probability of origin. We demonstrate likelihood and posterior assignment using a large data set on Black-throated Blue Warblers (Dendroica caerulescens). Our results suggest that relative abundance is likely to be a more crucial consideration in the presence of less geographically structured isotopes, when the distribution of abundance is highly non-uniform, or when the range of the species is geographically restricted.
INTRODUCTION
Establishing the movement patterns of migratory bird populations is essential for the conservation and management of declining avian species. Moreover, determining the degree of migratory connectivity, or the links between breeding and nonbreeding populations (Webster et al. 2002) , is important for understanding a species' ecology and life history. There are several techniques for investigating connectivity and movement in migratory populations. The most common approaches use extrinsic markers (e.g., bird rings, radio telemetry) or exploit natural, intrinsic biological (e.g., behavioral, morphological, or genetic variation) or biogeochemical (e.g., trace element concentrations, stable isotope signatures) markers (Webster et al. 2002, Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) . Extrinsic markers rely mostly on direct observation or recovery of banded individuals, while intrinsic markers exploit natural variation (e.g., in stable isotope signatures or genetic variation) among populations (Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) . A shared objective of these diverse tools is to 3 E-mail: andy royle@fws.gov infer the breeding origin of birds captured at some location on their wintering grounds, hereafter known as ''the assignment problem.'' The assignment problem has a long history in waterfowl management, where it is known as ''derivation of harvest'' (Nichols and Tomlinson 1993) , and estimates of the contribution of different (geographic) breeding populations to the harvest are based on band recoveries. Similarly, in fisheries management, the analogous problem of identifying the contribution of various populations to catch, known as ''genetic stock identification'' or ''mixed stock analysis,'' has been based on conventional tags and genetic markers (Utter and Ryman 1993) . Traditional approaches using banding data of migratory passerine birds to examine migratory connectivity have proved impractical because, even though considerable numbers of birds may have been banded, there have been few recoveries for most species (Hobson 2004, in press) . Stable isotopes offer a promising new method for unraveling avain movement patterns, but rigorous analytical and statistical approaches to analyze isotope data are still lacking (Hobson 2004, in press ).
With stable isotope markers, the isotopic signature of a tissue reflects the isotopic signature of the local environment where the tissue was grown (Chamberlain et al. 1997, Hobson and Wassenaar 1997) . Consequent-ly, when variation in tissue isotopic signatures across the breeding range (for tissues that reflect breeding isotope signatures) is quantified, some ability to infer breeding origin of wintering birds is possible (Chamberlain et al. 1997 , Hobson and Wassenaar 1997 , 2001 , Kelly et al. 2002 , Rubenstein et al. 2002 . However, assignment of an individual caught on the wintering grounds to a specific breeding area is imperfect because there may be considerable variation in isotopic structure, even among birds sampled at the same breeding location (e.g., Graves et al. 2002) , or because there are large geographic areas with similar isotopic baselines (e.g., latitudinal bands of ␦D). This is in contrast to the use of banding information for studying movement, because banding yields a precise observation of origin (i.e., location of banding). Unlike banding data, however, stable isotope markers do not rely on recapturing specific individuals, which makes them potentially more powerful than traditional extrinsic markers for small, long-distance migrants that can be nearly impossible to recapture or resight (Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) .
Overcoming the difficulties in assignment, given the imprecise linkage between isotope signature and breeding origin, will be essential for making stable isotopes a powerful tool in unraveling animal movement patterns. Such difficulties are also an element of studies that employ genetic markers, and assignment based on likelihood is commonly used to address this issue (see sidebar in Webster et al. 2002) . That is, an individual whose origin or population is unknown is assigned to that population under which the realized value of its marker is most likely to have originated. Geographic variation in abundance is an important consideration in developing assignment rules, regardless of what sort of marking technique is used. Moreover, the role of abundance in determining origin has been considered when inference is based on either genetic marker or banding data, but its role has not been recognized in studies involving isotope markers. In this paper, we (1) consider likelihood-based methods of determining breeding origins using stable isotope markers and (2) establish the role that geographic variation in species abundance plays in the problem. This is the first study to use isotope markers to infer migratory connectivity with assignments based on likelihood and while accounting for geographic variation in species abundance.
THE STABLE ISOTOPE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
Stable isotopes are naturally occurring elemental forms with different nuclear masses that are measured as isotopic differences relative to a known standard. Isotope ratios are often expressed as ratios in units of parts per thousand (‰) (or ''per mil'') according to the following equation:
where ␦X std is the isotope ratio in delta units relative to a standard and R sample and R std are the absolute isotope ratios of the sample and standard, respectively. The arbitrary choice of standards, e.g., the PeeDee belemnite (PDB) standard for carbon and the standard mean ocean water (SMOW) for hydrogen, results in many isotope values (e.g., both carbon and hydrogen) typically being negative. Stable isotope signatures in animal tissues reflect those of local food webs (e.g., Peterson and Fry 1987) . Isotopes are incorporated directly from the diet into animal tissues with varying degrees of trophic enrichment, or the difference in isotope ratios between an animal and its putative diet. For some isotopes, such as hydrogen and carbon, tissue isotope ratios accurately reflect those of their diet with little enrichment, whereas others, such as nitrogen, show considerable enrichment and are affected by water and nutritional stress (reviewed in Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) . This makes carbon and hydrogen isotopes particularly useful for studying animal movements.
The rationale underlying the use of isotopes for determining origin is that certain isotopes exhibit distinct natural, geographic patterns of variation (due to a variety of biogeochemical and biological processes; reviewed in Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) , which are reflected in tissues (Chamberlain et al. 1997, Hobson and Wassenaar 1997) , in this case, feathers grown in the breeding area. Thus, observation of the isotope signature in a bird of unknown origin can be informative about its breeding origin, or location at the time of molt. The nominal goal then, is to infer the origin of a bird caught at some location within its wintering range, given information about the isotopic structure contained in the bird's feathers.
For clarity, assume that animals originate from B discrete breeding populations, say b ϭ 1, 2, . . . , B and migrate to w ϭ 1, 2, 3, . . . , W wintering locations. The term population is used loosely here in a metapopulation sense, wherein the population might actually refer to geographically indexed collections of individuals or simply to geographic strata. Measuring a single isotope, y (y ϵ ␦X std in Eq. 1), for a large number of birds from some breeding population (i.e., within some geographic stratum) yields an estimate of the probability distribution of y for that stratum: the distribution of y conditional on b, f (y ͦ b). Hereafter, various probability distribution functions will be indicated by f (u) (for the marginal probability distribution function of u) or f (u ͦ () (for the conditional probability distribution function of u given ). Ideally we would characterize f (y ͦ b) for continuous b. However, because the number of populations sampled is finite, and because a population usually contains a trivial fraction of the species, it is necessary to assume that sampled populations are representative of broader areas in order for an estimate of f (y ͦ b) to have any relevance. Sampling y in B strata throughout the breeding range yields a set of estimated probability distributions f (y ͦ b); b ϭ 1, 2, . . . . B. Sampling a feather from a random bird in a wintering population yields a measurement, y*, of the isotope concentration in that feather. An intuitive approach for associating the bird that generated y* to some b is to assign y* to that breeding origin for which its isotopic signature is most likely to have been generated. To determine the most likely origin, the likelihood can be evaluated for each b, f (y ͦ b), fixing y ϭ y*. The likely origin of the bird generating y* is that b which has the largest f (y* ͦ b).
For some problems, it may be reasonable to assume that f (y ͦ b) is normal, with mean, ( b , and standard deviation, b , estimated from sample data. Then, the likelihood corresponding to an observation y* is
which may be computed for each ( b , b ).
Illustration
Suppose we have characterized the isotopic structure over the breeding range of some avian species over two geographic regions, or populations. Based on a large number of samples, we conclude that the first population has mean 1 ϭ Ϫ144‰ and a standard deviation 1 ϭ 4‰, and the second population has mean 2 ϭ Ϫ152‰ with standard deviation 2 ϭ 3‰ (subsequently, we suppress indication of the units unless needed to avoid confusion). Now, given an observation y* collected from a bird captured at some wintering location, the goal is to determine the most likely population of origin for y*. Suppose we observe y* ϭ Ϫ151, then the competing likelihoods are f (y ϭ Ϫ151 ͦ 1 , 1 ) ϭ 0.02157 and f (y ϭ Ϫ151 ͦ 2 , 2 ) ϭ 0.12579. Consequently, the bird that produced y* ϭ Ϫ151 appears much more likely to have originated from population 2 than 1. Supposing that y* ϭ Ϫ148 (precisely between 1 and 2 ), then f (y* ͦ b ϭ 1) ϭ 0.0605 and f (y* ͦ b ϭ 2) ϭ 0.0547. We see that population 1 is only slightly more likely to have generated the observation owing to its larger variance, which results in more mass in the vicinity of Ϫ148. It may be useful to characterize assignment in terms of a ''probability of origin'' interpretation, normalizing the likelihood according to
Normalizing these values yields the probabilities 0.525 (of originating from b ϭ 1), and 0.475 (of originating from b ϭ 2) for the observation y* ϭ Ϫ148. It is tempting to interpret b as the ''probability of origin b given the observation y*'', i.e., f (b ͦ y ϭ y*). Although b may not be an unreasonable assessment of the conditional probability f (b ͦ y ϭ y*), one should consider this interpretation cautiously. This is discussed further in The Importance of Relative Abundance.
It is easy to extend this notion of likelihood-based assignment to multiple isotope systems, in which case f (y ͦ b) might be a multivariate normal likelihood with variance-covariance matrix ⌺ pϫp for a p-isotope system. This is considered in the following section.
ASSIGNMENT AND BLACK-THROATED BLUE WARBLERS
Here we use data from the Black-throated Blue Warbler (Dendroica caerulescens). Carbon (␦ 13 C) and hydrogen (␦D) isotopes were analyzed in feathers from Black-throated Blue Warblers collected at 10 sites throughout their temperate North American breeding range ( Fig. 1 ; for a description of the analytical methods, see Rubenstein et al. 2002) . Both ␦ 13 C and ␦D were measured on 129 individuals from eight of these sites, and ␦ 13 C was measured on an additional 137 individuals from all 10 sites (see Rubenstein et al. 2002) .
Carbon and hydrogen isotopes in feathers of Blackthroated Blue Warblers show a strong latitudinal pattern, tending to decrease with breeding latitude (Chamberlain et al. 1997 , Rubenstein et al. 2002 . We stratified the Black-throated Blue Warbler breeding range into three geographic strata corresponding roughly to the northwestern (NW), northeastern (NE), and southern (S) portions of the Black-throated Blue Warbler range (Fig. 1) . Both isotopes showed significant variation among these three regions (for carbon, F 2, 263 ϭ 41.99, P Ͻ 0.001; for hydrogen, F 2, 126 ϭ 50.99, P Ͻ 0.001; Table 1 ).
We consider likelihood-based assignment assuming normal distributions for f (y ͦ b), with the parameters estimated from the sample data (Table 1) . To evaluate performance, we consider the assignment outcomes using the 266 observations compared with that based on a random assignment rule under which observations are assigned to each region with probability ⅓. Using this null assignment rule, we would expect to obtain a correct classification rate of ϳ33%. This is obtained by nothing that the fraction of the ␦ 13 C and ␦D observations from each region were (0.323, 0.327, 0.350) and (0.388, 0.264, 0.349), respectively. Thus, the probability that an observation is assigned to the correct region is the sum of these fractions multiplied by ⅓ (in both cases, this is ϳ33%).
Using each isotope alone, 135 out of 266 correct assignments (50.8%) were generated based on ␦ 13 C and 69 out of 129 correct (53.5%) assignments were made based on ␦D. Thus, each isotope yields an improvement in correct assignment rate with respect to random assignment (33%). In an attempt to improve on this, we considered assignment based jointly on the pair of isotopes. For this, the multivariate f (y ͦ b) is characterized by an additional parameter, the covariance between the pair of isotopes under consideration. The bivariate normal f (y ͦ b) depends on the 2 ϫ 2 variance covariance matrix:
For purposes here, (␦ 13 C, ␦D) was assumed to be constant among regions and thus was estimated from all 266 observations. Use of both ␦ 13 C and ␦D yields 156 correct (58.7%) assignments, a slight improvement over that based on use of ␦D alone. Recall that 137 ␦D observations were missing and thus assignment for these observations was based on carbon alone. Use of only that subset of 129 observations for which both isotopes were measured yields 80 correct assignments (62%).
Wintering birds
Here, we consider the isotope data from 384 birds sampled on four Caribbean islands (Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola, and Dominican Republic) that span most of the Black-throated Blue Warbler's wintering range in the Greater Antilles (see Rubenstein et al. 2002) . To determine the breeding origin of these 384 individuals, we considered single-isotope assignment based on ␦ 13 C, and using both ␦ 13 C and ␦D for those samples where ␦D data were available (144 individuals). The origin frequencies for birds from each of the four islands are given in Table 2 . We note that there is a considerable difference between the origin distributions, depending on whether only ␦ 13 C, or both isotopes, are used. The fact that ␦D is the more geographically differentiated of the two would favor the latter result. Rubenstein et al. (2002) identified a northern origin for birds found wintering in Cuba and Jamaica and a southern origin for birds found wintering in the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico. The results given in Table 2 broadly agree with those reported by Rubenstein et al. (2002) ; the indicated distributions of birds from Cuba and Jamaica based on both isotopes were (NW, NE, S): (49%, 49%, 2%) and (58%, 27%, 15%), respectively, whereas for the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico the distributions were (32%, 11%, 57%) and (20%, 30%, 50%), respectively.
THE IMPORTANCE OF RELATIVE ABUNDANCE
As we have demonstrated, the determination of breeding origin may be carried out without regard to the spatial distribution of abundance of that species being considered. However, variation in abundance may be an important consideration in many problems. To motivate this, consider two distinct populations consisting of 1000 and 100 individuals, and assume that there exists a discrete marker (e.g., an allele) taking on values 1, 2, and 3. Suppose that the frequencies of individuals in each population having each value of y are according to Table 3 . The probability distribution of y for each population is also indicated. Now suppose that the value y* ϭ 3 is observed from some bird drawn randomly from the population. We see that the likelihood f (y ϭ 3 ͦ b ϭ 2) is six times that of f (y ϭ 3 ͦ b ϭ 1), which would appear to support the belief that population 2 is the likely origin of y*. However, note that there are 60% more birds in population 1, which possess y ϭ 3 (i.e., 50 out of 80 with y ϭ 3 in the population at large). Thus, a bird with y ϭ 3 chosen at random from the population is, in fact, 60% more likely to have originated from b ϭ 1 than b ϭ 2 despite the contradictory likelihood of such an obser- vation. This apparently contradictory inference about origin is a consequence of variable abundance that has not been considered in assignment based simply on the likelihood.
To clarify this, it is necessary to introduce an alternative quantity upon which to base assignment. In probability terms, the assignment problem is naturally stated in terms of the conditional probability f (b ͦ y), the probability of b given y (observed at some wintering locale). Note that sampling of birds within their breeding range generates data that lead to a characterization of the probability distributions f (y ͦ b) (the distribution of y given b), which is the likelihood considered previously. The distinction is that in f (y ͦ b), y is regarded as random for fixed b, whereas in f (b ͦ y), b is regarded as random for fixed y. We saw in the example given in Table 3 that assessments of origin based on f (y ͦ b) can lead to incorrect statements concerning f (b ͦ y) when the size of the two populations is different.
Bayes Rule relates these two conditional probabilities and clarifies the role of variation in abundance illustrated in Table 3 . Bayes Rule states that
which is a constant with respect to b (the random variable in question appearing on the LHS). Therefore, the probability
is the likelihood considered previously, the marginal probability, f (b), describes the (geographic, in the case of isotope markers) distribution of the population being sampled. That is, it describes the probability that a bird chosen at random from the population originates from b. It could also be regarded as a prior distribution on origin. For example, if we have no information on f (y ͦ b), then the best guess as to the value of b, given any particular wintering location, is simply the relative abundance distribution, f (b). For example, if 90% of a species breeds in region 1 and 10% in region 2, and we find one of those birds in Cuba, it seems reasonable to posit, without any additional information whatsoever, that there is a 90% chance that the bird came from region 1. Considering the data in Table 3 , f (b) is the distribution of abundance among the two populations (rows) so that f (b ϭ 1) ϭ 10/11 and f (b ϭ 2) ϭ 1/11. Applying Bayes rule yields
These posterior probabilities are in agreement with the fact that 30 out of 80 birds (in the population at large) with y ϭ 3 are from population 2. Conversely, disregarding the information about variable abundance might lead one to (falsely) conclude that 86% of the y ϭ 3 birds are from population 2, a marked contrast. It is clear how this posterior probability of origin relates to the likelihood-based assignment (e.g., Eq. 2). The likelihood assignment implies a uniform prior on
, in which case assignment based on Eq. 2 is equivalent to that based on Eq. 3. Thus, in the probability interpretation given to the likelihood (Eq. 2), we are, in essence, assuming a uniform distribution for f (b), such that the marginal probability of a bird being from any particular breeding origin is the same. This raises an interesting question. Namely, is it sensible to conduct assignment based on a rule that imposes a de facto assumption of constant abundance? In the absence of any information about geographic variation in the breeding population, this is perhaps not unreasonable. However, for many species there may be abundance information available that allows for consideration of other possibilities. In particular, it may be reasonable to use data from existing large-scale monitoring programs to estimate these probabilities, e.g., the North American Breeding Bird Survey, BBS (Robbins et al. 1986 ). We consider this in the following section.
ABUNDANCE AND BLACK-THROATED BLUE WARBLERS
An important difficulty in using abundance information to aid in the assignment of wintering birds is that, for most species, the distribution of the breeding population is unknown. However, information on bird abundance for most North American species is collected as part of the North American Breeding Bird Survey, (BBS; Robbins et al. 1986 ). Although imperfect in many respects, the BBS has been used to characterize the breeding distribution of many species. Importantly, for many northern species, the survey does not encompass all of the breeding range. Unfortunately this is the case for the Black-throated Blue Warbler. Although recent BBS coverage has approached the periphery of this species' range, the distribution estimates presented here should be viewed cautiously. Nonetheless, we adopt use of BBS data for characterizing variation in Black-throated Blue Warbler abundance to illustrate the use and effect of abundance information on the assignment to breeding origin. We created a map of relative abundance of Blackthroated Blue Warblers using a kriging predictor (e.g., Cressie 1991) of the mean BBS route count from 1991 to 2001, and then computed the distribution of the population among the geographic regions (Fig. 1) . In effect, we integrated a map of relative abundance similar to the distribution maps displayed on the U.S. Geological Survey's BBS web site (see the Black-throated Blue Warbler distribution map). 4 The approximate allocation of Black-throated Blue Warbler abundance among the three regions is 0.500 (Northwest), 0.379 (Northeast), and 0.121 (South). In particular, note that prior odds favor birds originating from ''northern'' strata (1 and 2) by about 7 to 1, or, given a random bird drawn from the population at large, there is roughly an 87% chance that it originates from the ''north.'' Using this estimate of f (b) to compute posterior probabilities of origin, and then associating each bird with the region of highest posterior probability, yields the origin distribution given in Table 4 . The origin distribution based on ␦ 13 C alone is substantially different than previously indicated without using abun-dance data (i.e., Table 2 ). In particular, the origin distribution of birds from each island has shifted (in all cases) to favor northern origins, in line with abundance distribution.
Assignment based on both isotopes (Table 4) does reflect more deviation from the prior relative abundance distribution based on just ␦ 13 C, and is more consistent with the corresponding results of Table 2 . There is only a slight northern shift compared with the estimated origin distribution that disregards relative abundance information (i.e., Table 2 ). This is because ␦D is more structured latitudinally, and hence, the assignment outcome is less affected by the prior abundance distribution.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Stable isotopes have become a common tool for characterizing the movement patterns of migratory birds (reviewed in Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) . Isotopic data collected on birds throughout their breeding range can be used to characterize the likelihood of data collected from wintering birds as a function of breeding location. This provides an intuitive means of associating wintering birds to breeding regions (i.e., assignment). We applied this notion to isotopic data from the Black-throated Blue Warbler from Rubenstein et al. (2002) using a likelihood-based assignment approach, and found broad agreement with results reported by them.
Likelihood-based assignment using multiple isotopes should generally yield improved accuracy over a single isotope. In our sample validation exercise, the use of two isotopes did yield improvement in the proportion of individuals correctly assigned to their sample. However, the utility of multiple isotopes depends largely on how geographically structured they are. Our analyses reaffirm the importance of ␦D as a powerful marker for studies of Neotropical migrants. Although much less geographically structured, ␦ 13 C also yielded important information. Data from nitrogen isotopes (␦ 15 N) shows no geographic structure in this species (D. Rubenstein, unpublished data), and would not prove useful in improving assignments. However, the incorporation of additional geographically structured isotopes for this species (such as strontium, ␦ 87 Sr; Chamberlain et al. 1997 ) would improve assignment accuracy. It is important to remember, however, that patterns of isotopic geographic structure will vary over large (i.e., continental) spatial areas and not all isotope markers will work equally well for every species or in each location. For example, although ␦ 13 C has worked well for the Black-throated Blue Warbler, it has not worked well in many other species of Neotropical migrant birds . Furthermore, in many Palearctic species that migrate between Eurasia and Africa and molt in Africa, ␦ 13 C and ␦ 15 N show the greatest geographic structure, whereas ␦D shows little Ecological Applications Vol. 14, No. 6 geographic structure (Chamberlain et al. 2000 , Pain et al. 2004 , Møller and Hobson, 2004 . Assignment based solely on likelihood ignores information about the distribution of the population, which is informative about origin when abundance is not uniform over the range of the species. That is, lacking any extraneous information about movement patterns, one can reasonably posit that the origin of a bird selected randomly from the population at large (e.g., on its wintering grounds) is in proportion to the geographic distribution of the breeding population. A natural way to accommodate information on the distribution of the population is to consider assignment based on the posterior probability of origin (i.e., Bayes Rule). This is appealing because the assignment problem is more naturally formulated in terms of the probability of origin conditioned on the data (value of a marker) obtained from wintering birds. Then, the probability of origin, given a particular isotope signature, is the product of the likelihood and a prior distribution of origin. This prior distribution is, in effect, the distribution of abundance across the species' range. Failure to consider variation in abundance is a de facto assumption of equal abundance, which may not be desirable (and may even be untenable) for many avian species.
We applied this notion of posterior assignment to the Black-throated Blue Warbler data of Rubenstein et al. (2002) using relative abundance information obtained from the North American Breeding Bird Survey (Robbins et al. 1986 ). This illustrated one important effect of assignment based on posterior probability: regions of high abundance are favored a priori over regions of low abundance, as they should be. Consequently, the extent to which the resulting (posterior) distribution of origin deviates from the prior is related largely to the magnitude of variation in the isotopic structure among (geographic) populations. As variance among populations increases (i.e., the isotope distributions become more distinguishable), the contribution of relative abundance diminishes. For the Black-throated Blue Warbler data, we note that when using relatively geographically unstructured carbon isotopes, posterior assignment is greatly affected by the distribution of abundance. However, when the more geographically structured hydrogen isotopes are considered, the origin distribution is less sensitive to geographic variation in abundance. These results suggest that relative abundance is likely to be a more crucial consideration in the presence of less geographically structured isotopes, when the distribution of abundance is highly non-uniform, or when the range of the species is geographically restricted. In the latter case, even isotopes with considerable geographic structure at large scales may exhibit relatively low variability at small scales. This will become particularly relevant as stable isotope markers are used to study small-scale animal movements, such as altitudinal migrations and dispersal .
The definition of discrete strata used in our examples is something of an abstraction necessitated by the sparse spatial sampling of isotope ratios in Blackthroated Blue Warbler feathers from breeding sites. Also, some conceptual simplification arises when the problem is developed in terms of discrete populations. One limitation of the discrete model is the improbability of assigning birds to small sources because highabundance sources are favored a priori. Thus, the error rate can be reduced merely be defining a small number of (large) source populations. Conversely, we expect a higher error rate associated with small source populations. The extent to which the degree of aggregation contributes to the outcome depends largely on the magnitude of variation in isotope ratios among source populations. Consider that the odds of correcting associating an observation, y* with the correct source population, b*, is
which is the product of the likelihood ratio and the prior odds in favor of b*. Thus, although the odds in favor of b* decrease with the relative size of the source population, this is moderated by the relative probability of observing y*, as it should be (see the example in Table 3 ). A bird in the population at large does have a small probability of originating from any particular, small, source population; thus, inferences about origin should reflect this unless information is available to suggest otherwise, i.e., unless the likelihood ratio is large relative to the prior odds. In general, fine-scale inferences about origin will be limited by the information available in isotopic data because of both the variance associated with isotope values at a single location (e.g., Graves et al. 2002) and the fact that there are large geographic areas with similar isotopic baselines (e.g., latitudinal bands of ␦D). However, the advantage of using the posterior assignment framework over existing isotope assignment techniques (e.g., , Meehan et al. 2001 , Kelly et al. 2002 , Rubenstein et al. 2002 is that it facilitates a general probabilistic description of origin. That is, it is an unnecessary simplification to view assignment in terms of discrete source populations; a more general formulation of the problem is possible that renders the aforementioned scale issues irrelevant. For example, finer scale measurements of covariates are available in some applications. These could include factors such as altitude and other landscape or geophysical variables that describe and affect isotope gradients or contours. For isotopes such as ␦D, where the isotope ratios in feathers (i.e., feather ␦D) accurately reflect those in precipitation (i.e., precipitation ␦D) with a fixed discrimination ABUNDANCE AND STABLE ISOTOPE ASSIGNMENT factor of ϳ25‰ (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997 , Wassenaar and Hobson 2000 , Meehan et al. 2001 ), a more realistic approach than measuring feather ␦D values at a limited number of sites might be to use existing ␦D base maps of weighted-average growing-season deuterium values for precipitation that reflect samples from a large number of sites (e.g., Hobson and Wassenaar 1997) . As other factors such as altitude and local or regional departures from long-term feather ␦D contour base maps are considered (Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) , such base maps could be used to estimate origins at increasingly finer scales.
The formulation of a more general assignment framework to accommodate the use of isotope base maps or other continuous-space representations of data is straightforward in principle. To illustrate, suppose that x(b) is a covariate (e.g., ␦D in rainfall or some other geophysical covariate) measured at location b (say, a point on a map). Then we might posit a model for y(b) (isotope ratio in bird feathers) that has mean ␣ 0 ϩ ␣ 1 x(b); thus yielding a likelihood f (y ͦ b) in terms of the continuous index b. Conceptually, f (y ͦ b) is simply a regression model relating isotope data in feathers to available covariates (e.g., Hobson and Wassenaar 1997) , essentially calibrating isotopes in bird feathers to those in the environment. It should be noted, however, that this will only work for those isotopes that accurately reflect dietary isotope values in animal tissues, and it may be problematic for isotopes where patterns vary with diet, elemental composition, or age (reviewed in Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) . Now, given a prior distribution for abundance (a ''map''), say f (b), a posterior assignment rule can be obtained by application of Bayes rule as before, yielding a map depicting the probability of origin as a function of breeding location. This does introduce some additional complexity because a general characterization of f (y ͦ b) requires that x(b) be observed everywhere within the range of the species. In practice, this may require use of a secondary model for predicting (i.e., mapping) x(b) at unsampled locations. In this context, spatial replication is an important consideration and one must obtain many spatial samples to yield an adequate fit of f (y ͦ b) (i.e., estimates of the parameters ␣ 0 and ␣ 1 ). Alternatively, this calibration could be addressed independently, based on the geochemistry of the isotopic system, without having to resort to extensive sampling for every species. Thus, using isotope base maps in a probability-based framework for assignment may prove highly useful for studies of avian migration. Specific attention should be paid to precipitation base maps, because feather ␦D values accurately reflect those in precipitation (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997) because ␦D precipitation values are routinely and extensively measured throughout the world (e.g., IAEA/WMO 2001), and because ␦D seems to be one of the most informative isotopes for avian movement studies (Rubenstein and Hobson 2004) .
As the use of stable isotope markers becomes more widespread in studies of animal movement patterns, it will be essential to consider the geographic structure of isotope signatures in tissues, as well as the number and type of isotopic systems needed. Moreover, we have shown that accounting for relative abundance, which is difficult to estimate for many migratory species, can be important, particularly when few isotopes or those with little geographic structure are used. These new statistical approaches and considerations for analyzing stable isotope data highlight the need for thoughtful and effective experimental design when using isotope markers to study migratory connectivity.
